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Final report abstract: 
This report presents models for estimating bicyclist exposure to risk and crash risk. Direct 
demand models for estimating weekday PM peak-period bicyclist exposure to risk are 
estimated from a database of PM peak-period bicycle counts in Minneapolis and used to 
estimate exposure for the street network. Bicycle crashes in Minneapolis are described and 
crash risk is assessed. Probability models to assess crash risk at both intersections and along 
segments show that both bicyclist exposure and vehicular exposure are associated with the 
likelihood of a bicycle crash. Estimates of exposure at 184 roadway-trail crossings are used to 
apply warrants for traffic controls. The results show that warrants for traffic signals and 
pedestrian hybrid beacons are most likely to be met using weekend peak-hour traffic flows. 
Most locations that meet warrants already have controls, but site specific safety investigations 
may be warranted at 9% of all crossings. Count-based models of bicyclist exposure are 
estimated for Duluth using origin-destination centrality indices as explanatory variables. 
Although these indices correlate positively and significantly with bicyclist volumes, estimates 
of exposure do not correlate with bicycle crashes. Together, these analyses illustrate how 
measures of bicyclist exposure to risk can be used in assessments of safety and crash risk. The 
approaches can be used in planning-level studies where consistent measures of exposure or 
risk are needed. These results underscore the need to continue bicycle traffic monitoring and 
make available estimates of exposure for safety assessments. 
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Describe 
Implementation of 
Research Outcomes (or 
why not implemented) 
 
Place Any Photos Here 
 

MnDOT traffic engineers and local bicycle, planning, and health staff are interested in the 
results of Greg Lindsey’s study. The data and models developed in the project have already 
been used in local decision-making contexts and are being incorporated and replicated in 
other research projects. 
 
The Federal Highway Administration is distributing an early version of the bicycle demand 
model developed as part of this project in its Nonmotorized Planning Toolkit. 
 

Impacts/Benefits of 
Implementation 
(actual, not 
anticipated) 
 

Greg Lindsey reports impacts on the fields of traffic engineering and transportation planning 
related to this project:  

 Traffic Engineering: Project findings related to trail closings show that warrants for 
traffic signals and pedestrian hybrid beacons at these locations are most likely to be 
met on weekends. However, transportation engineers have historically focused on 
warrants during the weekday peak hours because it was assumed motorized and 
pedestrian traffic volumes were highest during that time. This research illustrates the 
importance of considering the need for controls during different time periods.  

 Transportation Planning: The models of exposure to risk developed as part of this 
project can be used by planners to identify locations that justify further, site-specific 
investigation to assess risk factors that may not be included in the models.  
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http://www.roadwaysafety.umn.edu/research/search/projectdetail.html?id=2015026 
http://www.roadwaysafety.umn.edu/publications/researchreports/reportdetail.html?id=2702 


